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URUGUAY

• Regulatory Framework on Cybersecurity
• Policy on Information Security in Public Sector
• Information Security Direction
• National Computer Incident Response Centre CERTuy Decree
• Personal data protection and habeas data action Act
• EU Commission decision on the adequate protection of personal data by Uruguay (2012)
  • Uruguay became the first non-European state to join COE's personal data protection Convention (2013)
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UNITED STATES

**TECHNICAL**

**Industrial Control Systems Cyber Emergency Response Team** (ICS-CERT)

**National Institute of Standards and Technology**
- Framework for Improving Critical Infrastructure Cybersecurity Version 1.0
- Special Publication 800 series
- Federal Information Processing Standard
- Cybersecurity for Smart Manufacturing Systems

**National Initiative for Cybersecurity Education** (NICCS)
- Professional Certifications
- National Cybersecurity Workforce Framework
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Brazil

**CAPACITY BUILDING**

- ABNT defines the Brazilian versions of ISO IEC standards (e.g. ABNT NBR ISO/IEC 27000 series)
- CEPESC – Research and Development Center for the Security of Communication – develops scientific and technological research applied to projects related to the security of communications including technology transfer
- CAIS RNP – Security Incident Response Team – acts in the detection, solution and prevention of security incidents in the Brazilian academic network, besides creating, promoting and spreading security practices in networks
- CEGSIC / UnB - Specialization Course in Management of Information Security and Communications
- CGI.br - The Brazilian Internet Steering Committee is responsible for recommending technical standards and best practices related to the Internet, and promoting security best practices